the hour has come lectionary reflection for lent 5b - the world behind me the cross before me no turning back no turning back these words from the old gospel song i have decided to follow jesus make clear the situation of the moment, is jesus crazy lectionary reflection for pentecost 2b - as we look at this passage which depicts jesus conflict with family sandwiching a conflict with the religious leaders over jesus authority whether it comes from god or satan we need to remember that this is the first mention of family in mark's gospel, prayer a novena to saint maximilian kolbe for the grace - i collect prayers and i'm especially fond of novenas i find them to be a very practical means of organizing thoughts and hopes a year or so ago i was putting together a litany for parents with wayward children, the nonviolent life john dear 9780966978322 amazon com - john dear is an internationally known voice for peace and nonviolence he is a popular speaker peacemaker organizer lecturer retreat leader and the author editor of 30 books, port manteaux word maker onelook dictionary search - port manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you'll get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example enter giraffe and you'll get back words like gazellephant and gorilldebeest
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